
41st Get to Gather 
 

41
st
 Get-to-Gather of BDPA (INDIA), AHMEDABAD was held on 24.02.2017 at 15.00 

hours in Ahmedabad Medical Association Hall (Air-Conditioned), Ashram Road, 

Ahmedabad under the Presidentship of Shri Anil N. Patel. 

 

The programme begaum with prayer on “Shivratri” by Smt.Sarojben Kadia, Family 

Pensioner followed with observing two minutes silence of all those Members/Family 

Members and reputed personalities departed during the quarter.  

 

Smt. Pannaben Chandrakantbhai Thakkar, Family Pensioner – a regular Donor- was 

honoured for her gracious donation to hold this get to gather. 

 

Shri H.J. Bhatt, Retired SDE, ATD Ahmedabad was honoured for offering Blood Donation  

for 41st time, which was coincide with 41st Get to Gather. His services for full-fledged 

assistance in proof reading of the BSNL PENSIONERS NEWS GUJARAT were also 

appreciated. He has entered in new field of humorous Hindi Poetry and performing 

programme outside Gujarat as well. 

 

Shri A.N.Patel gave short flash back on the multifarious activities of the Association and 

urged the members to donate generously to maintain present flow of activities. He said that 

this time publication of quarterly magazine was historic as it was fully prepared by Shri D.D. 

Mistry on line from his Residence and published even without visiting one to printing press, 

as his wife was in critical condition and he had to arrange for his daughter‟s marriage. 

 

Shri A.A. Patel anchored the event and spoke of extreme need of Association‟s own 

Building for which we need huge finance. He said that concept of collective responsibility is 

fully prevalent in our Association. He praised services rendered by Shri Amratbhai Patel in 

settlement of Medical Reimbursement Bill of Pensioners and enrolling members. 

 

Shri B.M.Bhavsar,  introduced Shri Shaileshbhai Shah, Advocate who was invited to 

speak on the necessity of making „WILL‟ and procedure how to make it and need of its 

registration. Shri Shaileshbhai Shah kept entire house spell bound while delivering his 

speech on its NEED, USAGE and IMPORTANCE. He distribute small leaflet useful to all 

the members in this regard.He is offering free services to all the Pensioners in this regard.  

 

Shri D.D. Mistry GS spoke on prime demands of the Pensioners and on salient features of 

3rd Pay Revision Committee and contribution the Pensioners Association have to pay for the 

achievement of Pension Revision from 01.01.2017 and throw light on latest position of 

78.2% I.D.A. Revision issue and its present position in Gujarat. He requested the pensioners 

to fill up complaint form for further action for those who have not received their revised PPO.  

 



He criticized the CCAs of India who are not pensioners friendly and ignored them. Despite 

assigned responsibility to inform the Pensioners on latest position of their Pension Revision 

through WEB,  the directive of DoT is FULLY IGNORED as DoT is also closing its eyes on 

our complaint. He stressed on the issue of Strong Organization to achieve our MAIN 

OBJECTIVE of Next Pension Revision from 01.01.2017. 

 

Responding to appeal more than 50 Pensioners come forward to give their Pension Revision 

Donation of R.2100 per head in this meeting. 

 

More than 300 Pensioners wee present despite Mahashivratri Festival. 

 

The programme concluded with Dinner in the evening. 


